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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2003

Programme 1
by Ann Burnett

 All this term we will be looking at different aspects of the theme growth.  We begin with 

 plants and the conditions they need to grow, and discuss the infi nite variety of plants 

 that grow from different types of seeds.

Poem    A Spike of Green

     When I went out,

     The sun was hot,

     It shone upon

     My fl ower pot.

     And there I saw

     A spike of green,

     That no one else

     Had ever seen.

     On other days

     The things I see,

     Are mostly old

     Apart from me.

     But this green spike

     So new and small,

     Had never yet

     Been seen at all.

        by Barbara Baker

Story  

 Matilda woke up with a start.  The Head Witch stood there glaring at her.  “Really Matilda” 

 the Head Witch said.  “What are you doing lying around sleeping when your garden is in 

 such a state.  It’s an absolute mess.  How you ever manage to fi nd the plants for your spells 

 in this jungle I’ll never know.  Get it tidied up right away.  And while we’re on the subject of  

 spells….”

       

14 January 
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Song

                    Paintbox

            Words: V.P. Mitchell

            Music: H.C. Mitchell

         

  

  

  

  

  verse 2  Blackberries juicy and rhubarb sour,

     Marrows fattening hour by hour,

     Gooseberries hairy and lettuces fat,

     Radishes round and runner beans fl at.
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     The apples are ripe, the plums are red,

     Broadbeans are sleeping in a blankety bed.

  verse 3  Orangey carrots and turnips cream,

     Reddening tomatoes that used to be green,

     Brown potatoes in little heaps

     Down in the darkness where the celery sleeps.

     The apples are ripe, the plums are red,

     Broadbeans are sleeping in a blankety bed.

 words for discussion:- cress; soil; pips; root; jungle (Matilda’s garden); herb; 

 wheelbarrow; vitamins; to gargle; dock leaf; a shoot or a spike (plant emerging); 

 to have ‘more energy’.

After the programme

-   Grow some plants in the classroom - cress, peas, beans, nasturtiums all grow quickly.   

     Discuss beforehand the conditions needed for growth i.e. water, warmth and when 

     the seeds have sprouted, light as well.

     Deprive one or two small pots of some of these conditions and study the results e.g.

-   As a class, decide which areas of the classroom get the most sunlight and which are

    always in shade.  Prepare three trays of cress seeds and put each in three different areas

     of light.  Give them the same amounts of water and study the results.

-    Draw/measure emerging seedlings of your chosen plant and keep a diary e.g. a sunfl ower

     grown by each child.

-    Draw a plant and label its parts i.e. seed, leaf, root, fl ower, petal, stem.

-   Write a list of requirements for growing something and ask the children to assemble them

in the right order e.g. plant the seeds; fi ll pot with soil; water; place in light etc. (question: does the 

planted pot of seeds need to be placed in the sunlight?  It doesn’t need 

     light until the shoots emerge, but it may need the heat from the sun).

-   Prepare a collage for the wall of the vast variety of different plants that all grow from

     seed - oak tree to dandelion, seaweed to rice.

-   Read out a list of plants and ask the class where you might fi nd them e.g. a beech tree (in

     the park or forest); caulifl ower (in a garden or a farm).

-   Bring in a variety of seeds and compare sizes, weight and texture e.g. apple and orange   

     pips, cherry stones, melon and grape seeds as well as packets of fl ower or vegetable seeds.

-   Make a plant map of the school grounds.  Where are there cultivated plants such as grass or

     fl owers, and where have plants grown by themselves e.g. weeds or dandelions.  

-   Talk about how seeds and plants grow in the wild by being windblown or carried by

     animals, birds or insects.  

-   Talk about plants we eat.  Ask the children to list any ‘plant food’ they ate the day before.

     Do they know where the fruit, vegetables or cereals came from, and how they were grown?  

     (don’t forget items like bread, crisps or chocolate).      

-   Talk about beans, peas and rice - all types of seed which we eat.  We also eat fl owers 

     (caulifl ower or broccoli), leaves (lettuce and cabbage) and roots (carrots and turnips).

     N.B.  Emphasise the dangers of eating any plants and that the children must never pick 

     and eat any themselves.
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-   Matilda  the witch made ‘home-made soup’ from vegetables in her garden.  What other 

     ingredients might you make soup with?

-   Can the children recognise a dock leaf, and do they know it is a cure for nettle stings?

Story comprehension

 • Who told Matilda to tidy up her garden?  (the Head Witch).

  • What is different about a witch’s garden?  (she grows dandelions and nettles and other  

  ‘weeds’ for her spells, and throws out fl owers such as roses and daffodils).

  • What did Matilda try to turn a pumpkin into?  (a glass coach like Cinderella’s).

  • What happened?  (She turned it into a wheelbarrow).

  • What did Matilda read you could do with nettles?  (make them into tea and gargle to  

  help a sore throat).

  • At the end what did the Head Witch think Matilda was making in her cauldron?  (a spell  

  to give herself more energy).

 •  And what was she making?  (home-made soup).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Science
 Animals and Plants: Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out about

     the variety of plant life both through direct observations

     and by using secondary sources; recognise and name the

     main parts of a fl owering plant including root, stem, leaf

     and fl ower; observe similarities and differences among

     plants; fi nd out ways in which plant behaviour is 

     infl uenced by seasonal changes.

 Maths
 Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data and

     record it, using real objects or drawings and talk about

     the outcome; help to design an observation sheet and use

     it to record a set of data.

 English
 Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts,

     feeling and opinions in response to personal experiences

     literature, media and curricular topics or activities.

 Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities to write in a variety

     of forms including: simple records of observations.
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Cross-Curricular Links

ART

- collage

- maps

ENGLISH

- diaries

- language of

comparison

- story comprehension

SCIENCE

- conditions for growth
- data
- comparison
experiments

MATHS

- data

- charts

GEOGRAPHY

- plants from local area

- maps

Programme 1: Matilda's Day in the Garden


